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Mr~

Chairman,·ladies and gentlemen,

I would like to take the opportunity which this occasion
provides to outline some of the ideas on the development
of a European transport infrastructure system which I have
recently put forward in a Green Paper, adopted by the
Commission.

I have used the expression 1'infrastructure system''advisedly
because I believe that we must view transport not as an
administrative structure decked with permits, quotas and
prohibitions, but as a system in which modes interact with
one another to achieve an economic operation in such a way
as to require the minimum call on resources or, to put it
another way, to produce the best use of resources.

What, after all, is transport activity?

It is simply an

··extension of the productive process from the point of primary
production to that of consumption.

Its inputs are

natural resources - primarily land and energy, real capital
and technology.

It poses options which offer a variety

of possible solutions and trade-offs.

It is in short an

economic function susceptible to the techniques of
analytic

IT~nagernent

and best treated as such.

./.

This, then brings me to my retent Green Paper.

D~spit~

what some people may have thought, this

document does not propose a collection of

grandi~se

projects intended to change dramatically th•

~hole

ne·twork of major 'traffic arteries in the Community.
Its aim is both more modest and in a way more
ambitious.

More modest, because it contains only a few paragraphs
giving as examples some links

~hich

deserve speci•l

attention. More ambitious, because it aims at an
integrated approach to

th~

Common Transport Policy,

in which infrastructure policy serves as both the
corner-stone and the link with other common policies.
And I am giving away
of these

o~her

n~

sec~et

if I say that some

policies are obviously much more

advanced than the Common Transport Policy.

At this stage, the most suitable means of putting
forward our ideas was a discus$iOn paper enabling us
to open a debate with all who are interested in the
future of transport infrastructure. A colloquy to be held
during the first half of 1980 will enable us to drav
I

co~clusions

•

.

from this debate •
•I •

._,

The Commission decision mandating me to draw
up that green paper was motivated by two main
considerations

...

Firstly, the urgent need for Community action in the
field of infrastructure arising from the following
factors :

- the growth of international traffic in the Community
at a significantly faster rate that of domestic
traffic, and the likelihood that this development
could place an execessive burden on some transit
countries;

the new constraints, ,Particularly in respect of
energy and the environment, which are making themselves
felt more and more and which require us at Community
level to seek and encourage new approaches to
transport;
-the difficulties of distance ~nd ~nacessfbility from which·
some peripheral regjons suffer, and which are likely to

..

become even more troublesome with the accession of
new Member States;

- more generally, the difficulties encountered by
national authorities in financing infrastructure works,
particularly those which are of more than national interest
.I •

w''J,....

•
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These are the main problems we
t

~:ave

to confront. Sut

h e s e co n d c o n s i de r a t i o n wh i c h· me> v e d u s t o a c t now wa s t h··•

emergence tif new circumstances which give us the means
to act effectively. There has been a deftnite
enlargement of the range of instruments available
to the Community to help it to meet its needs. The first
results of a vast study programme are now available
for use in evaluating the Community's infrastructure
requirements. A new consultation procedure has been
established among us and an Infrastructure Committee
created : this is a subject I want to come back to.
Thirdly, there has been a growth in the financial
r e s our c e s a v a iL a b l e t o t h e Com mu n i t y f o r i n t e r v en t i
of various kinds, including support - within

&t'f

str~ctl•

de f i ned t im i t s - f o r c e r t a i n t y p e s o f t ran s. port i n·,f:rl!•
structure. These resources derive from the European
Investment Bank, the Regional Development Fund,

,

the new financial instrument associated with the name
Vice-Presi~ent

of

Ortoli, and the finances released

through the European Monetary System.

The

memorand~m

includes ·arr inventory of the needs

and the ava.il&ble means and proposes a programme
comprising
- the contit1'uation of studies to help .evaluate the
needs,
- the improvement of coordination between Member
States Qf Lheir projects and plans,
... 1.

- the provision at Community level of specific financing
,'1(.

means adapted to the requirements of action in the field
of transport infrastructure.

In other words, we need the

tools which will enable us to take action clearly directed
to the execution of projects of special importance for the
Community in cases where the national interest in the project is not strong enough.

It may be that without Community intervention a project
may never be carried out;

in other cases, intervention

may be necessary to ensure that a project is carried out
within a desired time limit or to ensure that the design
of the project meets the needs of the Community.

However,

the Commission has become aware of the fact that the
existing instruments can contribute only to a very limited
extent to attaining these objectives.

I would now like to comment on the three aspects of the
programme of action.

Thanks to a budget credit specifically provided for
studies relating to infrastructure, work is progressing
satisfactorily and will enable us very soon to achieve the
following results:

./.
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·- ·the' creation of a forecast.iif''iJ system for fre;.g:tt·'t
and passenger transport

t~

enable us to

evaluate infrastructure needs on

the basis of

assumptions relating to economic development
and future policies,

• the formulation of a method for

identifi~ing,

~Y

means of homogeneous criteria, bottlenecks which
have

G!n appreciable effect on Commu.nity traffic,

- the establishment of a
int~rest

met~od

for

ev~luating

to the Community ot a project.

T~is

the
at~dy

has been given some publicity beeause it covers a
practiCG!l application to various possible

fi~ed

l i n k s a c ross t h e Channel • The study i s not i n t • .,ft•~·
as some think, to enable the Commission to choose
a tunnel or a bridg• 1

.-·

but to a$sess

t~e

eitfM-~

advantages

of the alternatives and to define the conditions
under which the interest to the Community of • given
solution would be maximised.

T h e t .;) s k s o. f

had

t h e con s u l t at i v e Co m:m i t: t e e wh i c h I h a v e

establis~ed

are wide-ranging and very important.

Besides its basic task of consultation on projects and
exchange

~f

'
can also, at

ihformation on plans and programmes, it:
~he

Commission's request, examine any

question concerning the development of the tran;port
network ef interest to the

Com~unity.

The Commission

•I •

does not want to deprive the Committee of this role,
clearly specified in the Decision of 1978; nor should
the Committee itself fail to fulfill its responsibilities
at the very time when infrastructure problems are
becoming more complex and more important.

I hope that the work at present being carried out by
the Commission will lead to the early adoption of the
regulation which will enable us to finance projects,
and that the results of the work will be interpreted
realistically. Nobody should expect us to be able
within a few months to draw up on the basis of these
reports a list of projects all ready to be carried out.

It is nevertheless possible, on the basis of existing
information, to undertake an analysis of traffic conditions
on many routes of Community importance. This reveals some
obvious inadequacies in the capacity or the Quality
of infrastructure and makes it possible to identify
provisionally some links which merit particular attention.

From this perpsective, we can point out a number of
links which have already been the subject of projects
in varying degrees of development.

•I •

lh~se

Links, grouped by cateaary, are given her• b¥ way of

illustration. It is clear th•' they must be

amend~d

completed later, as and when the analysis of the

of

•

or

qualit~

se~~ice Dver the whole of the Community is rett~ed~

It should also be pointed out that the mention of these
l i n k s does. not pre j · · d;:; t he result s of a n)l d ~ t a ned

aasessments which have to be undertaken later in
collaboration with the Member States concerned.
internat~onal

I would first mention

Links between

majof centres. The following P•il links are typical of
this category :
Brussels

~

~ologneA

Utrecht - CologRe

Am s t e r d am .,. Br u s s e l s '""

L u x e mb o '-' r g

~

Frankf~rt,

• S. t r a sb~~f' g, •

Next, links with peripheral regions. There are many
these} as examples I

~t

of :

t~ink

in Ireland, links with the NOrth C Dublin - Belfast
Derry), and with the

~e,t

<Dublin- Cork/Galway);

in the United Kingdom, links vdth East-Anglia - notably
the ports; in Italy,

~irn~~

with the Mezzogiorno and

the Islands.
There q.re then li\nks affectect. by, the entry o:f New Memberr'·
Stat~s.

These both Lano and sea, merit sp.ecial

not only

beca~ue

new

M~mber

atterr~t~ion·

States are joining the

Community but because of the expected increase in
traffic foUowing the- adhesion of Greece, ;)pain a.nd
Portugal.

./r •..

Next, one may mention links designed to overcome natural
obstacles.

Th~re

are of course many points where the sea or mountains

greatly affect the quality of service, but where our technological resources might now be able to achieve a dramatic
improvement.

These include the Charinel crossing, the link

between Germany and Denmark (via Fehmarn), links between
Germany and Italy and the Apennine crossings.

Finally, there are what I would call the 'missing links'
between existing networks, areas where the infrastructure
does not adequately match the quality found in the neighbouring networks.

Of these 'missing links' I would mention

by way of example connections between Belgium and France,
and between.the North Sea and the Mediterranean via a
Rhine-Rhone canal;

and, thinking of the motorway network,

tne route linking Thionville,

Lux~mbourg

and Trier.

The role of selective financial aid from the Community
will be to accelerate the completion of projects on such
links:

they will be submitted by the Member States and

their financial and economic aspects will be examined,
with the assistance of the infrastructure committee. I
believe it wU.l l?e possible to examine a number of projects each year.

./.
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The cost of such a plan will not be trivial.

Motonvays

alone are now running to £4 nr.tllion a mile, and I would
reckon that in todays prices the cost of developing the
major Community interest links I have outline.d - or a
similar agreed series of roads, tunnels, bridges and
canals - would be of the order of £20 billion.. this is a
significant sum but, as our American friends would say,
to make it one must spend it •

....-·
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